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Abstract A bounce universe model, known as the coupled-
scalar-tachyon bounce (CSTB) universe, has been shown to
solve the Horizon, Flatness and Homogeneity problems as
well as the Big Bang singularity problem. Furthermore a
scale invariant spectrum of primordial density perturbations
generated from the phase of pre-bounce contraction is shown
to be stable against time evolution. In this work we study
the detailed dynamics of the bounce and its imprints on the
scale invariance of the spectrum. The dynamics of the grav-
itational interactions near the bounce point may be strongly
coupled as the spatial curvature becomes big. There is no a
prior reason to expect the spectral index of the primordial
perturbations of matter density can be preserved. By encod-
ing the bounce dynamics holographically onto the dynam-
ics of dual Yang–Mills system while the latter is weakly
coupled, via the AdS/CFT correspondence, we can safely
evolve the spectrum of the cosmic perturbations with full
control. In this way we can compare the post-bounce spec-
trum with the pre-bounce one: in the CSTB model we explic-
itly show that the spectrum of primordial density perturba-
tions generated in the contraction phase preserves its stabil-
ity as well as scale invariance throughout the bounce pro-
cess.

1 Introduction

A universe with a bounce process has emerged over the
last decade as a candidate theory for early universe dynam-
ics as it can potentially produce a scale invariant spec-
trum of primordial density perturbations that matched up to
the current CMB measurements. The key observation came
from Wands when he noticed in 1998 that a scale invari-
ant spectrum can be obtained in a phase of matter dom-
inated contraction prior to a Big Bounce in his seminal
work [1]. Although the spectrum followed from Wands’s sim-
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ple model was soon proven to be unstable [2], it opened up a
new arena in which alternatives to Inflation were explored.1

Explicit model constructions ensue in the next two decades.
This active research area has been well covered in many
nice reviews over the years, the readers are referred to [3–
22] for a repertoire of creative models, and further refer-
ences.

In this article we shall continue our study of the cou-
pled scalar-tachyon bounce (CSTB) universe model con-
structed from a Rolling Tachyon and its coupling to the
adjoint Higgs fields in a system of non-BPS D-branes and
anti-D-branes. In addition to the original model of Tachyon
Inflation proposed, independently, by Sen [23,24] and Gib-
bons [25] we incorporated the interactions of tachyon fields
with the Higgs fields to model the bounce process [30]. The
adjoint (real) Higgs fields live on the D-branes, and they
encode, geometrically, the transverse separations between
the two stacks of D-branes. The CSTB model has been
shown to solve the Big Bang singularity, Horizon as well
as Flatness problems with generic values of the free param-
eters [31,32]. Furthermore a scale invariant spectrum gen-
erated during the phase of contraction is shown to be sta-
ble; it has no implicit nor explicit time dependence in the
power spectrum and it is thus stable against time evolu-
tion [33].

In [33] we also proposed a method to analyse early uni-
verse models – inflation or its alternatives – en masse by
noticing that the time independence, ηW (ν,m), and scale
invariance, kL(ν,m), are determined by two relations,

L(ν,m) + 3 = −|(m − 1)ν − 1| + 3 = 0, (1)

and

W (ν,m) = [(m − 1)ν − 1] + |(m − 1)ν − 1| = 0 , (2)

1 The inflation scenario, and its many models, is reviewed in [26,27]
in light of the Planck data [28,29].
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Fig. 1 The shaded region
includes all time-independent
solutions satisfying
(m − 1) ν − 1 < 0 whose
boundaries are defined by
(m − 1) ν − 1 = 0 delineated by
thin dash lines. The purple
dot-dash lines obeying
(m − 1) ν = −2 represent
scale-invariant as well as
time-independent solutions.
Another set of scale invariant
solutions given by
(m − 1) ν = 4 (violet solid
lines) have Fourier modes
varying with time and therefore
are not truly scale-invariant in a
physical sense

in the cosmic background evolved according to aη and the
Hubble term given bymH . For inflation models with a canon-
ical scalarm = 3, with 3 coming from the spatial dimensions
of our presently observable universe. In more general models
mH = 3 f (φi , φ̇i )H with f being a generic function deter-
mined by the underlying models. This method is applicable
to any early universe models in which the equation of the
perturbation modes, χk , in k-space obeys:

χ̈k + mH χ̇k + k2

a2 χk = 0 , a ∝ ην , (3)

with m(η, k) becoming a general function of conformal time
and k-modes.

In Fig. 1 general solutions to (1) and (2) are plotted in
the (ν, m) parameter space: the shaded region includes all
time-independent solutions satisfying (m − 1) ν − 1 < 0
whose boundaries are defined by (m − 1) ν − 1 = 0 delin-
eated by thin dash lines. The purple dot-dash lines, obey-
ing (m − 1) ν = − 2, represent scale-invariant and time-
independent solutions. Another set of scale-invariant solu-
tions given by (m − 1) ν = 4 (blue solid lines) have Fourier
modes varying with time and therefore are not truly scale-
invariant in a physical sense. A few interesting solutions are
marked in the figure:

– (ν,m) = (−1, 3) for Slow-Roll Inflation,
– (ν,m) = (2, 3) for Wands’s model,
– (ν,m) = (2, 0) for the CSTB cosmos.

The CST bounce model is an antithesis to the slow roll
inflation scenario while the original matter-bounce model
by Wands fails to fall on the curves of time independence.2

With the success of the primordial density generation we
proceeded to obtain testable predictions from the bounce uni-
verse and their experimental verifications. In a model inde-
pendent way, we studied the dark matter generation and evo-
lutionary dynamics in a bounce universe [34,35]. We found
that when dark matter coupling was of the WIMP order, dark
matter was produced in plenty abundance and attained ther-
mal equilibrium. In this case there was no constraint on the
mass of dark matter produced. However when the dark mat-
ter coupling was not of the WIMP level, but much weaker
instead, dark matter was produced in an out-of-thermal-
equilibrium route3; and thus the early universe information
was encoded in the thermal evolution of the background uni-
verse as depicted in Fig. 2. Relic abundance constraint then
puts dark matter mass and coupling strength on a characteris-
tic curve [34] which could be tested in dark matter detection
experiments [36].

We then proceeded to predict the number of dark matter
particles detected per kilogram-year for heavy dark matter
detections in nuclear-recoil experiments [37] and for light
dark matter in electron-scattering experiments [38]. Together
with cosmological surveys [39] we are optimistic that in the
near future the bounce universe can be distinguished from
inflationary scenario.

2 This was called “duality” in [33]. In this paper we reserve the use of
“duality” for the strong/weak duality arisen in the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence.
3 Dark matter is produced, but the decay process of dark matter is
negligible.
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Fig. 2 The dark matter
production and evolution in time
is plotted. The Y-axis is dark
matter number density per
entropy. A few characteristic
temperatures are indicated on
the time axis. When dark matter
is produced in plenty abundance
to reach the thermal equilibrium
envelope, early universe
information is washed out.
When dark matter production
exceed its co-annihilation rate,
the observed dark matter relic
density constraint then relates
dark matter mass and its
coupling strength [34]

In this paper we shall focus on the evolution of the spec-
tral index of the primordial perturbations as the CSTB cos-
mos goes through a bounce. We recall that the spectrum of
density perturbations is generated during the matter domi-
nated contraction, and we would like to know whether its
scale invariance as well as its time dependence are altered by
the bounce process, noting that at the bounce point the size
of the universe reaches its minimum and the gravitational
interactions may be strongly coupled. We therefore have no
prior knowledge whether the bounce dynamics is under con-
trol.

To the merit of the coupled-scalar-tachyon bounce uni-
verse model, it is a model constructed by taking a consis-
tent truncation of D-branes dynamics. It is then straight-
forward to embed the model in type IIB string theory and
use the AdS/CFT correspondence to study the evolution
of the primordial density fluctuations across the bounce
point when gravity becomes strongly coupled. Since the
bulk/boundary correspondence is also a strong/weak dual-
ity, it means that we can map the fluctuations onto the
boundary prior to the bounce point when the bulk dynam-
ics is well under control; and let this dynamics be moni-
tored by the boundary gauge theory during the bounce pro-
cess, when the gauge fields on the boundary are weakly cou-
pled. After the bounce we can map back to the bulk and
extract the information of the scale invariance when the grav-
ity sector is becoming weakly coupled again. These refer-
ences [73–77] inspire our work as well as many aspects of
our method.

The few salient features of the CST bounce universe
should be incorporated at the beginning of the study. We
need to make the cosmic background time dependent with a
4-dim Friedmann–Robertson–Walker being a cross section

inside the AdS5 space. The coupled Scalar-Tachyon bounce
universe avoids the violation of the null energy condition by
having a spatial S3 [40,41] and obeying the “soft bounce”
condition [41]. How to set up the analysis will be covered
in Sect. 2. In particular we present a time dependent dilaton
solution with nonzero Ramond–Ramond charges in Type IIB
string theory. We describe the cosmic background in which
CSTB model can be embedded. In Sect. 3, the equations of
motion governing the boundary gauge fields are solved near
the bounce point and matched up at different evolutionary
phases. Finally the spectrum can be studied in detail through-
out the entire bounce process. In Sect. 4, we summarise and
discuss the results of the investigation. We conclude with an
outlook for further studies on early universe models.

2 A time dependent dilaton solution to Type IIB
supergravity

In string theory, a Dp-brane is an object with p spatial dimen-
sions on which fundamental strings can end. Randall and
Sundrum [42,43] found a warped solution with two stacks of
D3-branes in (3,1) spacetime separated in the fifth direction in
an AdS5. The standard model fields live on the visible brane
and the other hidden brane can be moved to infinite distance.
Thus we can view our four dimensional bounce universe to
be a D3-brane 4 and embed it into a full AdS5⊗S5 spacetime,
and set up the AdS/CFT dynamics thereof.

4 To be more specific this pair of D3-branes should be an end product of
non-BPS D4-branes and anti-D4-branes annihilation in Type IIB string
vacuum. Lacking a dynamic description of the D-brane annihilation
process for cosmological modelling we shall be restricting our attention
on the resultant D3-branes themselves.
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To achieve our goal we incorporate and develop on
many pioneering attempts of applying AdS/CFT correspon-
dence [44] to cosmological studies [45–72]. Recently in [73]
a specific recipe is provided for determining the scale depen-
dence in the cosmological perturbations when a cosmic sin-
gularity is encountered in the bulk spacetime. We also find
these works [74–77] enlightening in the course of our inves-
tigation.

The AdS/CFT correspondence is also a strong/weak dual-
ity: when the bulk fields are strongly coupled, the boundary
is described by a weakly coupled field theory, and vice versa.
The bulk fields have dual operators prescribed by the bound-
ary theory. The dilaton field is related to the energy density
of the gauge fields, and the gauge coupling of the boundary
theory is determined by the vacuum expectation values of the
dilaton. Therefore the first step is to find a time dependent
solution of the dilaton equation which, in turn, determines
the dynamics of gauge fields on the boundary. When the
boundary gauge field theory becomes weakly coupled dur-
ing the contraction, we can map the density perturbations in
the bulk onto the boundary and follow their evolution through
the bounce holographically using the dynamics of the gauge
fields.

The bounce process in the bulk could be potentially vio-
lent or highly singular in nature. Luckily this is not the case
for the CST bounce model. On the one hand it enjoys a string
theoretical completion at high energy and on the other hand
the CST bounce universe has a minimum radius bigger than
the Planck length, 1

a2
min

= 8π
3 GNV0 = 4GN

3gs
(ms

2π
)4. Com-

bining these facts one can conclude that the gauge fields on
the boundary evolve smoothly as the bulk space undergoes
a bounce. After the bounce, we map the evolved gauge field
fluctuations – using again the AdS/CFT dictionary – back
to the bulk. We can do this when the gravitational dynamics
returns to a weakly coupled state. The operation described
above thus allows us to compare the post-bounce spectrum
with the pre-bounce spectrum. We can check whether the
scale invariance of the spectrum is respected by the bounce
process, or not.

To this end we need to generalise the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence to incorporate time dependence of the model in
order to study how the spectrum of primordial density per-
turbations, which is generated prior to the bounce in CSTB
model, is evolved through the bounce to our observable uni-
verse. To this end we need to find a time dependent solu-
tion to the dilaton equation in Type IIB supergravity with
nonzero Ramond–Ramond potentials [78] which allows for
an AdS5 ⊗ S5 compactification. The action of low energy
effective theory of Type IIB string is given by [79]:

SI I B = SNS + SR + SCS

SNS = 1

2κ2
10

∫
d10x

√−ge−2φ

(
R + 4∂μφ∂μφ − 1

12
|H3|2

)

SR = − 1

4κ2
10

∫
d10x

√−g

(
|F1|2 + 1

3!
∣∣F̃3

∣∣2 + 1

2 × 5!
∣∣F̃5

∣∣2
)

SCS = − 1

4κ2
10

∫
C4 ∧ H3 ∧ F3, (4)

where the form field strengths are defined as F̃3 = F3 −
C0 ∧ H3, F̃5 = F5 − 1

2C2 ∧ H3 + 1
2 B2 ∧ F3, and F1 = dC0,

F3 = dC2, F5 = dC4, H3 = dB2. The Ramond–Ramond
5-form fluxes, sourced by the D3-branes wrapped on the
S5, should be self-dual: F̃5 = ∗F̃5.5 The Ramond–Ramond
fluxes modify the covariant constant spinor condition which
allows for AdS5 ⊗ S5 compactification of Type IIB string.
The lower forms Ramond–Ramond gauge potentials couple
to lower dimensional D-branes. Dilaton φ and its dynamics
are thereafter the focal point of our study.

The deformed AdS5 ⊗ S5 spacetime metric with which
we will be working is,

ds2 = L2

z2

[
−dt2 + a2(t)(

dr2

1 − r2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)) + dz2
]

+L2d�2
5, (5)

where d�2
5 being the metric of the unit S5, and a(t) being

the scale factor of the 4-dimensional closed FLRW universe
and L the AdS radius.

The equations of motion obtained by varying (4) are [80]:

Rμν + 2∂μ∂νφ − 1

4

(
H2

3

)
μν

= e2φ

[
1

2

(
F2

1

)
μν

+ 1

4

(
F̃2

3

)
μν

+ 1

96

(
F̃2

5

)
μν

−1

4
gμν

(
F2

1 + 1

6
F̃2

3 + 1

240
F̃2

5

)]
, (6)

R − 4∂μφ∂μφ + 4∂μ∂μφ − 1

12
H2 = 0 , (7)

∗F̃3 ∧ H3 + d ∗ dC0 = 0 , (8)

2d ∗ F̃3 + H3 ∧ F̃5 + 1

2
B2 ∧ d F̃5 − dC4 ∧ H3 = 0 , (9)

d ∗ F̃5 − H3 ∧ F3 = 0 , (10)

−2d(e−2φ ∗ H) + 2d(C0 ∗ F̃3) + dC2 ∧ F̃5

+1

2
C2 ∧ d F̃5 − dC4 ∧ dC2 = 0 , (11)

where μ, ν = 0, 1 . . . 9 and the subscripts p denote the ranks
of the Ramond–Ramond fields.

We need to make some sensible assumptions as well as
reasonable simplifications in order to solve this formidable
array of equations. A common ansatz for self-duality F̃5 =
F5 is [81]:

5 The field equations derived from the action (4) should be consistent
with the self-duality but do not imply it.
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F̃5 = r

(√− det gαβdx
0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx4

−√
det gabdx

5 ∧ dx6 ∧ dx7 ∧ dx8 ∧ dx9
)

, (12)

with r being a constant related to the total fluxes piercing
through the S5. Coordinates on AdS5 and S5 are labelled by
α, β = 0, . . . 4 and a, b = 5, . . . 9 respectively. Recalling
that F̃5 = dC4 − 1

2C2 ∧ dB2 + 1
2 B2 ∧ dC2, we can further

assume that B2 and C2 live in the AdS5 and dC4 lives in the
S5. In the orthonormal basis we express them as:

B2 = f1dy
0 ∧ dyi + f2dy

i ∧ dy j + f3dy
i ∧ dy4 + f4dy

0 ∧ dy4 ,

(13)

C2 = g1dy
0 ∧ dyi + g2dy

i ∧ dy j + g3dy
i ∧ dy4 + g4dy

0 ∧ dy4 ,

(14)

where i = 1, 2, 3, {dyμ} are the orthonormal basis, i.e.
dyμ = √

gμμdxμ.
To ameliorate difficulty caused by the form fields we

assume that the coefficients f1 . . ., g1 . . . are at most linear
in y0 and y4. Then the AdS5 part of F̃5:

1

2
(B2 ∧ dC2 − C2 ∧ dB2) = 3

2

[
f1

∂g2

∂y4 + f3
∂g2

∂y0 + f2

(
∂g1

∂y4 + ∂g3

∂y0

)

−g1
∂ f2
∂y4 − g3

∂ f2
∂y0 − g2

(
∂ f1
∂y4 + ∂ f3

∂y0 Bigg)

]
.

(15)

We will henceforth take these fi to be constants and g j to be
linear in y0 and y4. The constant, r , mentioned above (12)
becomes:

r = 3

2
( f1h3 + f3h2 + f2h1) , (16)

where h1 = ∂g1
∂y4 + ∂g3

∂y0 , h2 = ∂g2
∂y0 and h3 = ∂g2

∂y4 . Since f4
and g4 do not appear in the equations of the form fields, we
will take them to be zero. Thus we have,

H3 = dB2 = 0 , (17)

dC2 = h1dy
0 ∧ dyi ∧ dy4 + h2dy

0 ∧ dyi ∧ dy j

+ h3dy
i ∧ dy j ∧ dy4 , (18)

dC4 = −rdy5 ∧ dy6 ∧ dy7 ∧ dy8 ∧ dy9 . (19)

Putting these ansatz of the tensor fields into Eqs. (8) to (11)
we arrive at

∂C0

∂y4 = −r
h3

h1
, (20)

∂C0

∂y0 = −r
h2

h1
, (21)

h2
1 = h2

2 − h2
3 . (22)

Likewise it is obvious that we should endow the axion
field C0 linear dependence in y0 and the spatial direction, y4,
transverse to our 4-dimensional universe inside the AdS5, to
be consistent with the homogeneous and isotropic nature of
the 4-dim FRW spacetime. So far we have set up the ansatz
for the form fields with two free coefficient functions fi and
h j .

At this point we are ready to tackle (7), the Euler–Lagrange
equation of φ:

2�μ∂νφ = 4∂μφ∂νφ − 1

2
gμν(R + 4gλρ∂λφ∂ρφ) . (23)

Putting Eqs. (20) to (23) into (6), together with the metric (5),
we obtain the equations of φ when μν = 00, i i, 44,

3(ȧ2 + 1)

a2 − 6

z2 + 2φ̇2 + 2φ2
,z + 6

a2 φ2
,i

= e2φ L2

z2

(
r2h2

2

2h2
1

− 3h2
1 − 3h2

2 + 9

2
h2

3

)
, (24)

6a2

z2 − 2aä − ȧ2 − 1 + 2a2φ̇2 − 2a2φ2
,z − 2φ2

,i

= e2φ a2L2

z2

15h2
1

2
, (25)

6

z2 − 3ä

a
− 3(ȧ2 + 1)

a2 + 2φ̇2 + 2φ2
,z − 6

a2 φ2
,i

= e2φ L2

z2

(
r2h2

3

2h2
1

+ 3h2
1 + 9

2
h2

2 − 3h2
3

)
, (26)

where φ̇ = ∂φ
∂t , φ,z = ∂φ

∂z and φ,i = ∂φ

∂yi
.

These are quadratic first-order partial differential equa-
tions of φ. Usually they are also hard to solve. If we view
them as linear equations of φ̇2, φ2

,z and φ2
,i , life becomes

easier:

φ̇2 = 1

4
e2φ L2

z2

(
r2h2

2

3h2
1

+ r2h2
3

6h2
1

+ 13

2
h2

1 − 1

2
h2

2 + 2h2
3

)

+3ä

4a
− 1

z2 , (27)

2φ2
,i

a2 = 1

6

[
e2φ L2

z2

(
r2

2
− 27

2
h2

1

)
+ 12

z2

−6(ȧ2 + 1)

a2 − 3ä

a

]
, (28)

φ2
,z = 1

4
e2φ L2

z2

(
r2h2

2

6h2
1

+ r2h2
3

3h2
1

−13

2
h2

1 + 2h2
2 − 1

2
h2

3

)
+ 1

z2 . (29)

Compatible with homogeneity and isotropy, we let φ to
be spatially homogeneous. The right side of equation (28)
being zero implies that
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e2φ L2

z2 =
(

6(ȧ2 + 1)

a2 + 3ä

a
− 12

z2

)(
r2

2
− 27

2
h2

1

)−1

.

(30)

Substituting this back into (27) we obtain

φ̇ = 1

2

√
6m(ȧ2 + 1)

a2 + 3(m + 1)ä

a
− 12m + 4

z2 , (31)

with

m =
(
r2

3
+ r2h2

3

2h2
1

+ 3

2
h2

1 + 9

2
h2

2 − 3h2
3

)(
r2

2
− 27

2
h2

1

)−1

.

This constant encodes the effects of form fields C2, B2, C0

in the dynamics equation of the dilaton, φ.
At this point we have set up a consistent flux compactifi-

cation of Type IIB string theory on AdS5 ⊗ S5 with a proper
time dependence in the 4-dimensional FRW subspace of the
AdS5. This is thus a starting point for utilising AdS/CFT
correspondence in a cosmological study. The D3-brane on
which our universe resides is viewed as a constant z slice of
the AdS5, and its evolution is denoted by the scale factor a.
In Sect. 3, we are going to utilise AdS/CFT correspondence
to study the scale invariance of the primordial spectrum of
density perturbations throughout the bounce process.

3 The evolution of the gauge-field fluctuations

The analysis in this section closely follow the general tech-
niques provided by [73] with a few marked differences which
will be explained below in detail. We focus on normalisable
bulk modes since we are interested in the evolution of the
linearised bulk fluctuations. Note that in this project we are
interested in the primordial matter density perturbations gen-
erated by the quantum fluctuations of the scalar field. In the
CSTB model this role is played by the tachyon field.6 The
scale dependence of this primordial spectrum can be tested
against the current CMB measurements with extreme high
precision.

Let us emphacise that we do not take this scalar in the bulk
to be the dilaton field like it was done in [73]. The detailed
analysis goes through as the mathematical framework allows
to use the equations of motion to evolve the boundary the-
ory. Using the AdS/CFT correspondence we can evolve the
corresponding linear fluctuation of the gauge field Aμ on the
boundary of AdS5. The initial conditions for the gauge fields
on the boundary are set by the primordial fluctuations of the
scalar fields via the correspondence; and thus the evolution

6 The effective mass of the scalar field representing the separation of
the stack of non-BPS D4-branes and anti-D4-branes is much heavier, it
thus describes the evolution of the underlying cosmos [33].

of the gauge fields is thus well-defined at all time and under
control. The primordial curvature perturbations in the CSTB
model are related to the spectrum of tachyon matter pertur-
bations by a constant factor in the long wavelength limit [33].
The curvature perturbations in 5-dimensional bulk can also
be studied within this framework. In [74] it was shown that
a generalisation of the uniform curvature gauge to the 5-
dimensional case allows one to relate the curvature perturba-
tions to scalar field perturbations, as usual. A straightforward
calculation shows that this is also the case in our model: to
the order of interest, the calculations performed on the scalar
field can be related to the curvature perturbations in the lon-
gitudinal gauge.

The boundary gauge theory is described by N = 4 SYM
theory, the gauge coupling of which is determined by the dila-
ton, g2

YM = eφ . Thus at linear level the effect of dilaton on the
gauge field fluctuations will be its time-dependence, which
we have analysed in detail in Sect. 2. We shall now turn our
attention to the asymptotical properties of gauge coupling in
order to check the applicability of AdS/CFT correspondence
to our bounce universe.

3.1 The scale factor of CSTB and the applicability of
AdS/CFT

Recall that in the CSTB model, the universe undergoes a
contraction phase, deflation, the bounce, at which a phase of
“locked inflation” takes place when the tachyon is locked at
the peak of potential hill. As the universe inflates, the oscil-
lations of the Higgs fields get red-shifted and eventually fails
to lock the tachyon at the peak of its potential. As the tachyon
rolls down its potential, it becomes a normal form of matter
with no pressure [23]. The cosmic evolution is schematically
depicted in Fig. 3.

In the subsequent calculations we are going to take three
different, but constant, values of the Hubble parameters [30,
31],

Contraction : a = a2(−Ht)
2
3 , t ≤ −t2 , (32)

Deflation : a = a1e
−Ht ,−t2 < t < −t1 , (33)

Smoothbounce : a = a0cosh(Ht),−t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 , (34)

Lockedinflation : a = a1e
Ht , t1 < t < t2 , (35)

Expansion : a = a2(Ht)
2
3 , t ≥ t2 , (36)

where t1 is the time when locked inflation starts, t2 is when
it ends, H is the Hubble constant during inflation and a0 is
the minimal radius of the universe. The bounce process is
symmetric about t = 0.7

7 In the absence of entropy creation the bounce process is symmetric
about t = 0. Considering entropy creation is outside the scope of this
paper and it does not affect the analysis undertaken in this work.
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Fig. 3 The CSTB universe undergoes five phases: Tachyon matter
dominated contraction, deflation, smooth bounce and locked inflation at
the peak of the tachyon potential when the tachyon is locked by the fast
oscillations of the Higgs field. After that a period of tachyon-matter-
dominated rolling expansion ensues.

Now let us check whether the correspondence is applicable
at early and late times in our CSTB universe, insert (36)
into (30) we obtain

e2φ = 24 − 4z2[t−2 + 3a−2
2 (Ht)− 4

3 ]
L2(27h2

1 − r2)
, (37)

the limit of ’t Hooft coupling, λ = gs N = eφN , would

be N
L

√
24

27h2
1−r2 when |t | → ∞. The framework we set up in

Sect. 2 is fairly free: in the large N limit we have an alternative
ansatz to choose for hi and f j , provided that 27h2

1 − r2 is
positive and large enough. In this case the string coupling
gs = eφ is small and has a bound at all times, which in
turn makes the ’t Hooft coupling λ = gs N decrease as |t |
decrease. In other words the supergravity bulk theory will
become less and less valid when the universe contracts. In
the ensuing deflation phase (35), we have

e2φ = 24 − 2z2(9H2 + 6a−2
1 e−2Ht )

L2(27h2
1 − r2)

. (38)

Similarly we can see that the gauge coupling gYM is small
and decreases with |t | decreasing, it is certainly bounded
when t1 < |t | < t2 . Therefore the boundary gauge theory
will become more and more valid as the universe contracts.

During the smooth bounce process (34) the square of cou-
pling is

e2φ = 24 − 18(Hz)2

L2(27h2
1 − r2)

, (39)

this is independent of time. As discussed above, this choice
of parameters can give us a small coupling constant g2

YM . We

note, however, that we may have to consider the effect of z.
It cannot be too far from the boundary z = 0, for instance if
N
L �

√
27h2

1 − r2 then z has to be Hz ∼ O(1). In this case
the Yang–Mills coupling and the ’t Hooft coupling are both
small so the boundary gauge theory is well behaved around
the bounce point. All in all the AdS/CFT correspondence
with appropriate choice of parameters is an appropriate tool
for studying the physics around the bounce point.

3.2 An overview of the physics analysis around the bounce
point

As we shall see below we are going to map the bulk fluctua-
tions onto the boundary. We would like to choose the mapping
point ±tm to be when gs N ∼ O(1), where the gauge the-
ory becomes weakly coupled and the gravity theory strongly
coupled. And |tm | should be a little large than |t2|, which
means the mapping happens during contraction phase and is
close to deflation. Besides, in the correspondence language
t1 should be the timing when the coupling decreases to and
stays as a small enough constant.

The boundary theory is strongly coupled in the far past.
As the universe contracts, the bulk gravity theory becomes
more and more strongly coupled. Long before approaching
the bounce point, we map the fluctuations onto the boundary
where it is weakly coupled. We monitor the evolution of
the gauge fields well after the bounce ends when the bulk
returns to a weakly coupled state. In this and the following
subsections we are going to use the notations in [73] and
review their setup for the equation of motion for the gauge
fields.

First making a gauge choice A0 = 0 and imposing an
additional constraint ∂ i Ai = 0 so that the Gauss Law con-
straint is automatically solved. By rescaling the gauge fields,
Aμ → Ãμ ≡ e−φ/2Aμ, an effective mass,

M2
YM = φ̈

2
− φ̇2

4
, (40)

appears in the equations of motion for the rescaled gauge
fields, Ãi ,

−∂μ∂μ Ãi + M2
YM Ãi = 0. (41)

Upon Fourier transformation,

Ãν(ξ
μ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
d3kcA(k) Ãk(t)ενe

ik·ξ , (42)

where εν is the unit polarization vector. The equations
of motion for the Fourier modes of the gauge fields Ã
become [63]:

¨̃Ak + (k2 + M2
YM ) Ãk = 0 . (43)
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To summarise: using the results in Sect. 2, we obtain
the scale factor, a, and the corresponding coupling constant,
gs = g2

YM = eφ , in the five cosmic epochs of the CSTB uni-
verse. In this section we have checked thoroughly the appli-
cability of the AdS/CFT correspondence in the cosmological
context of the CSTB model. We hence conclude that, with a
suitable choice of the ansatz parameters in Sect. 2, the bulk
theory can be made weakly coupled at early and late times.
The boundary theory can also be made weakly coupled and
well-behaved around the bounce point. This is what we have
realised in the model building. We briefly review the setup
for the gauge fields and their equations of motion. We are
interested to find out if the gauge fields acquire extra scale
dependence due to the bounce dynamics. Equipped with the
solution of dilaton and the equations of motion for Ãk , we
can evolve gauge field fluctuations at the boundary.

3.3 The solution of Ãk and its matching

With the framework delineated above we are ready to use
the AdS/CFT correspondence to study the dynamics of the
CSTB model in detail – by projecting the bulk dynamics onto
the boundary and evolve it using the boundary theory. The
mapping happens at contraction and expansion phases strad-
dling the period when the bulk becomes strongly coupled.
We shall solve the equations of motion in each phase:

1. Contraction:
Putting (32) into (31) we obtain

φ̇ = 1

2

√√√√ 6m

a2
2(Ht)

4
3

+ 2m − 2
3

t2 − 4(3m + 1)

z2

≈ 1

2

√
2m − 2

3

t2 − 4(3m + 1)

z2 , (44)

here we ignore the t− 4
3 term in the root since 1

a2
2

is much

smaller compared to H2 at large t . Taking up to second
order of 1

t , we have

φ̈ ≈ 1

2

√
−4(3m + 1)

z2

[
2m − 2

3

4(3m + 1)

z2

t3 + 1

2

(
2m − 2

3

4(3m + 1)

)2 z4

t5

]
≈ 0,

(45)

and

M2
YM = − 1

16

(
2m − 2

3

t2 − 4(3m + 1)

z2

)
≡ S

t2 +T, (46)

where we donate the constants as S ≡ 2
3 −2m

16 and T ≡
3m+1

4z2 . Putting it into (43) yields

Ãk = L1(k)
√−β1t Jσ (−β1t)+ L2(k)

√−β1t Nσ (−β1t) ,

(47)

here Jσ (t) and Nσ (t) are two kinds of Bessel functions

of order σ ≡
√

1
4 − S and β1 ≡ √

k2 + T , L1,2(k) are
functions of k and the notations are similar in the follow-
ing.

2. Deflation: Putting (33) and (31) into (40) we arrive at

M2
YM = 3mHe2Ht

2a2
1

√
(9m + 3)H2 + 6me2Ht

a2
1

− 12m+4
z2

− 3

16
(3m + 1)H2

+ 3m + 1

4z2 − 3me2Ht

8a2
1

. (48)

In (48) near the matching point t1, which is small, all the
terms are effectively constant, we denote it as M . Putting
it into (43) yields

Ãk = D1(k)e
β2t + D2(k)e

−β2t , (49)

where β2 ≡ √−k2 − M , M ≡ 3mH

2a2
1

√
(9m+3)H2+ 6m

a2
1

− 12m+4
z2

− 3
16 (3m + 1)H2 + 3m+1

4z2 − 3m
8a2

1
.

3. The smooth bounce: Taking the first order of t we obtain

M2
YM = 3mH4t√

− 12m+4
z2 + 3(m + 1)H2 + 6m

a2
0

− 1

4

(
−3m + 1

z2 + 3

4
(m + 1)H2 + 6m

a2
0

)

≡ Pt + Q ,

(50)

here P ≡ 3mH4√
− 12m+4

z2
+3(m+1)H2+ 6m

a2
0

and Q ≡ − 1
4

(
− 3m+1

z2

+ 3
4 (m + 1)H2 + 6m

a2
0

)
are constants, which yields

Ãk = E1(k)Ai

[
−k2 − Q − Pt

(−P)
2
3

]

+E2(k)Bi

[
−k2 − Q − Pt

(−P)
2
3

]
, (51)

here Ai[t] and Bi[t] are Airy functions of t .
4. Locked inflation: In this case everything is same as defla-

tion except the value of t . Therefore

Ãk = F1(k)e
β2t + F2(k)e

−β2t . (52)
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5. Expansion: In this case everything is same as contraction
except the value of t . Therefore

Ãk = R1(k)
√

β1t Jσ (β1t) + R2(k)
√

β1t Nσ (β1t) , (53)

where we re-iterate that { D, E, F, R}1,2(k) are not con-
stant coefficients but are assumed to be functions of k.

We take the asymptotic expansion of large t for Bessel
functions so that:

L1(k)
√−β1t Jσ (−β1t) = L1(k)

√
2

π
cos

(
− β1t − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)
,

(54)

L2(k)
√−β1t Nσ (−β1t) = L2(k)

√
2

π
sin

(
− β1t − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)
.

(55)

Matching Ãk and its derivative at t = −t2:

L1(k)

√
2

π
cos

(
β1t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)
+ L2(k)

√
2

π
sin

(
β1t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)

= D1(k)e
−β2 t2 + D2(k)e

β2 t2 , (56)√
2

π

β1

β2

[
− L1(k) sin

(
β1t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)
+ L2(k) cos

(
β1t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)]

= D1(k)e
−β2 t2 − D2(k)e

β2 t2 , (57)

which yields

D1(k) = 2

π

e−β2t2

2β2

{[
β2 cos

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)

−β1 sin

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)]
L1(k)

+
[
β1 cos

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)

+β2 sin

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)]
L2(k)

}
, (58)

and

D2(k) = 2

π

e−β2t2

2β2

{[
β2 cos

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)

+β1 sin

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)]
L1(k)

+
[

− β1 cos

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)

+β2 sin

(
β2t2 − 1 + 2σ

4
π

)]
L2(k)

}
. (59)

We assume the arguments of both Airy functions to be

small and that the (−P)
1
3 t term dominate. We can thus

expand the Airy functions asymptotically to first power in

q ≡ −k2−Q−Pt

(−P)
2
3

:

E1(k)Ai (q) =
( 1

3

) 2
3

�
( 2

3

) E1(k) , (60)

E2(k)Bi (q) =
⎡
⎣

( 1
3

) 1
6

�
( 2

3

) +
( 1

3

) 5
6

�
( 4

3

)q
⎤
⎦ E2(k) . (61)

Now we can match Ãk and its derivatives at the end of
deflation and at the beginning of inflation, which we denote
as −t1 and t1 respectively. Matching Ãk yields:

D1(k)e
−β2t1 + D2(k)e

β2t1 =
( 1

3

) 2
3

�
( 2

3

) E1(k)

+
⎡
⎣

( 1
3

) 1
6

�
( 2

3

) +
( 1

3

) 5
6

�
( 4

3

)q1

⎤
⎦ E2(k) , (62)

F1(k)e
β2t1 + F2(k)e

−β2t1 =
⎡
⎣

( 1
3

) 2
3

�
( 2

3

) +
( 1

3

) 4
3

�
( 4

3

)q2

⎤
⎦ E1(k)

+
⎡
⎣

( 1
3

) 1
6

�
( 2

3

) −
( 1

3

) 5
6

�
( 4

3

)q2

⎤
⎦ E2(k) , (63)

where q1 ≡ q|t=−t1 and q2 ≡ q|t=t1 .

Matching ˙̃Ak yields:

D1(k)β2e
−β2t1 − D2(k)β2e

β2t1 =
( 1

3

) 5
6

�
( 4

3

) (−P)
1
3 E2(k) ,

(64)

and

F1(k)β2e
β2t1 −F2(k)e

−β2t1 =
( 1

3

) 4
3

�
( 4

3

) P 1
3 E1(k)+

( 1
3

) 5
6

�
( 4

3

) (−P)
1
3 .

(65)

Solving (62) to (65) we obtain the solutions to F1 and F2

as follows:

F1(k) = 1

6β2�
( 4

3

)
(−P)

1
3 e2β2t1

[
D1(k)I1 + D2(k)e

2β2t1 I2
]

,

(66)

where

I1 = −3
1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(−P)

2
3 + β2(−P)

1
3

×
[

3
1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(q1 + q2) + 9�

(
4

3

)]

−β2
2

[
3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
q1q2 + 3�

(
4

3

)
(q1 + 2q2)

]
,
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and

I2 = −3
1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(−P)

2
3 + β2(−P)

1
3

×
[
−3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(q1 + q2) − 3�

(
4

3

)]

−β2
2

[
3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
q1q2 + 3�

(
4

3

)
(q1 + 2q2)

]
;

while

F2(k) = 1

6β2�
( 4

3

)
(−P)

1
3

[
−D1(k)J1 + D2(k)e

2β2t1 J2

]
,

(67)

with J1 and J2 given by

J1 = −3
1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(−P)

2
3 + β2(−P)

1
3

[
3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(q1 − q2) + 3�

(
4

3

)]

+β2
2

[
3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
q1q2 + 3�

(
4

3

)
(q1 + 2q2)

]
,

and

J2 = 3
1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(−P)

2
3 + β2(−P)

1
3

[
3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
(q1 + q2) + 9�

(
4

3

)]

−β2
2

[
3

1
3 �

(
2

3

)
q1q2 + 3�

(
4

3

)
(q1 + 2q2)

]
.

By now we have matched the solutions of Ãk at t = −t2
and t = ±t1; similar calculations take place at t = t2. In
this way, we obtain a full chain of relations from L1,2(k) to
R1,2(k), which encodes all the information concerning the
scale dependence in the power spectrum. It is then straight-
forward to judge if any of these functions pick up extra k
dependence due to the bounce.

In particular we are interested in small wavenumber limit,
kt � 1, when the modes of perturbations are outside the
Hubble horizon. Therefore, we have,

β1 =
√
k2 + T =

√
k2 + 4(3m + 1)

z2 ≈ √
T , (68)

and

β2 =
√

−k2 − M ≈ √−M . (69)

In addition, Q ∼ M , we have

q1 = −k2 − Q + Pt1

(−P)
2
3

≈ −Q + Pt1

(−P)
2
3

. (70)

Similar argument goes for q2. Henceforth β1,2 and q1,2 are
independent of k, with eβ2t , I1,2 and J1,2 being independent
of k when kt1,2 � 1.

All in all one sees plainly that no extra k dependence is
introduced into the above relations by the bounce process: the

spectral index is not altered by the bounce upon comparing
the k dependence in L1,2(k) and R1,2(k). To conclude: the
scale invariance of the primordial density perturbations, if
exists prior to the bounce, will hold throughout the bounce
process in the CSTB bounce universe as it cannot be affected
by the bounce dynamics.

A few comments on using AdS/CFT correspondence to
reconstruct of the spectrum from boundary data are made
here. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the posi-
tion of our universe brane cannot be too far away from the
boundary. The field at a bulk point is reconstructed by inte-
grating the boundary data against the boundary-to-bulk prop-
agator, and the region is defined by the null geodesics con-
necting the bulk point to the boundary [70,73]. Therefore
the reconstruction of the information can be done in a small
region around the “mapping point” well before the gauge the-
ory becomes strongly coupled again. The low energy effec-
tive theory used to model the bounce universe is that of the
Higgs fields and the tachyon field, as well as their coupling
term. Unlike other field theoretical model, it has a high energy
completion as a string theory [30]: there is no singularity even
as the scale factor achieves its minimal value,

1

a2
min

= 8π

3
GNV0 = 4GN

3gs

(
ms

2π

)4

,

where ms is the string mass. The qualification for our dis-
cussions may lie in the choice of ansatz and the effects of
different compactifications. A complete analysis is beyond
the scope of this paper, to which we will return in a future
work. In the current project we are mostly following (the
spirit of) the recipe provided in [73] for the reconstruction
of the bulk data from boundary. We can conclude within this
framework the k-dependence of the bulk fluctuations is com-
pletely determined by the k-dependence of the fluctuations of
the gauge fields, Ãk(t), on the boundary. Thus the evolution
of the gauge fluctuations will preserve the scale invariance of
the primordial spectrum of density perturbations in the bulk
across the bounce point in the CST bounce universe model.

4 Conclusion and discussion

In this paper we use the AdS/CFT correspondence to study
whether the spectral index of the primordial perturbations
is altered by the bounce dynamics in the Coupled-Scalar-
Tachyon Bounce Universe model. Considering the string
background of CSTB model, we first embed the four dimen-
sional bounce universe into an AdS5 ⊗ S5 background, and
find a time-dependent solution of dialton in type IIB super-
gravity. The dilaton solution is then used to solve for the
dynamics of gauge fields living on the boundary of the AdS5.
We follow the gauge fields through the bounce process, as
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they are weakly coupled, and match their solutions at differ-
ent phases of cosmic evolution.

The combined profile of gauge field evolution is smooth
across the bounce point. The bounce process merely alters the
amplitudes of different modes in the density perturbations,
but it affects them in the same manner. It therefore does not
alter the intrinsic k dependence in the spectrum of primor-
dial perturbations generated in the pre-bounce contraction.
We are led to conclude that the scale invariance, if exists
before the bounce, will hold throughout the bounce process.
Nevertheless as we can see from (58), (59), (66) and (67),
as k becomes larger and larger extra k dependence begins to
creep out in the spectral index, the implications of which are
under investigation.

No prior dilaton profile is assumed in our approach: by
finding an explicit solution to the dilaton equation of motion
with realistic field configurations of Type IIB superstring on
AdS5 ⊗ S5. While a spacelike singularity exists in the bulk
in the dilaton profile proposed earlier [73], there is no singu-
larity in the bulk even at the time of bounce since the CSTB
model has a non-zero minimal radius at the bounce point.
Furthermore we take the four dimensional bounce universe
to be a closed FLRW without violating NEC. In [73] their
result does not depend on the details of the time dependence
of the boundary coupling. As this is all about the evolution
of boundary fluctuations through a potential singularity in
the bulk spacetime, we are not sure whether their result is
applicable to general backgrounds and differently assumed
dilaton profiles.

A clarifying remark on two different kinds of k-modes
arisen in the study is perhaps warranted. In many of the early
universe models, the Hubble parameter is no longer a con-
stant. Different k-modes exit and reenter the Hubble horizon
at different times: the mode numbers pick up an implicit time
dependence as a result of the time dependence in the Hub-
ble scale. This makes each k-mode in the primordial density
perturbations pick up an implicit time dependence: only after
this implicit time dependence is carefully taken into account
can the time dependence in the spectrum be understood. This
is thus the key to the stability analysis on the spectrum in the
CSTB model [32,33].

The k-modes in (43) are, however, the k-modes of the
gauge fields living on the boundary of the AdS5. They are
involved in the mapping procedure and merely encode the
bulk dynamics holographically at particular points on the
boundary. Therefore they cannot inject or remove any time
dependence in the primordial spectrum. Once the dynam-
ics are mapped onto the boundary, there is no more horizon
crossing, the gauge fields evolve under their own equations
of motion. And the information of the k dependence in the
power spectrum, which is generated during contraction phase
of bulk, is fully encoded in the solutions of gauge field fluc-
tuations on the boundary.

We have made several assumptions and approximations
throughout the analysis. Different solutions of the dilaton
could be obtained with different ansatz of the Ramond–
Ramond field configurations. We have simply chosen the
most manageable, yet retaining the interesting physics, con-
figuration. With higher orders of time dependence in the dila-
ton field we have to expand M2

YM to the higher order in t
when solving (43). A systematic survey of the field config-
urations and their effects on the dilaton profile is beyond
the scope of this paper. A dynamical mechanism, without
prior assumptions on the parameters, to select out the correct
values of the parameters is highly desirable. These are inter-
esting physics, together with higher α′ and higher string-loop
effects on the string cosmological model, which we hope to
address in future works.

Another line of research would be to properly set up
and study the D-brane and anti-D-brane annihilation process
for cosmological modelling. This constitutes the (quantum)
basis for building early universe model in string theory. This
allows us to go beyond the effective field theory approach and
beyond kinematic analysis or symmetry arguments. A more
realistic touch to string cosmology will eventually come from
finding a consistent string compactification that yields a non-
singular universe along with testable predictions that stand
up to the the array of precision cosmological observations.
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